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nicely next to the gothic torch 
songs of labelmate Zola Jesus. 

The wintry style has found a 
curiously appropriate new host. 
Woods channels centuries of 
Celtic influences (and a 
beguiling singing voice) into the 
first full-lengther to be issued 
under her own name. Colt is 
sparse, spooky, serious, and 
also beautifully composed and 
recorded. Despite shedding the 
more obviously folky aspects of 
some of her earlier solo work, 
she invests hints of Ireland’s 
folk tradition with renewed 
relevance, and an often spine-
tingling, mournful atmosphere. 

Colt feels important, 
featuring lyrics covering the 
questioning of one’s religion 
and sacrifices made for family. 
It’s possible that only one 
particularly relatable and brain-
burrowing composition stands 
between Woods and a whole 
different level of success. At 
the very least, we’ve been 
blessed by the unexpected 
arrival of a highly promising 
talent. Phil Smith

Yes
Fly From Here – Return 
Trip
HHHH
Yes 97 LLC – cat no tbc
The return of ol’ horn rims
Resisting the urge to declare 
“Well, I’ll be Buggled, Yes have 
got the Horn again” in view  
of Trevor’s return and the 
presence of radio star- 
assassinating co-conspirator 
Geoff Downes, let us instead 
herald the studio return of  
the Drama line-up. Previously 
featuring a creditable 
performance from former Yes 
tribute band singer Benoit 
David, the original Fly From 
Here (2011), arguably a more 
melodic, cohesive record than 
Drama, was conceived with 
significant input from Horn as 
both producer and songwriter, 
its titular song-suite generated 
from a Buggles-era idea 
performed on the Drama tour. 

This reboot features Horn’s 
newly recorded lead vocals 
(with Drama-style Vocoder 
backing vocals), and, perhaps 
due to his affinity with the 
material as a writer, his delivery 
brings a new boldness and 
greater nuance to the songs.

He’s also remixed sections 
of the album, and his 
bandmates have overdubbed 
new parts, most radically on 
Sad Night At The Airfield and 
the full-length Hour Of Need, 
both enhanced by new 
arrangements. 

The unreleased Don’t  
Take No For An Answer is  
a worthwhile addition, offering 
another taste of the late Chris 
Squire’s bodacious bass 
playing. This revitalised …
Return Trip gives the agreeable 
first draft a first-class upgrade. 
Rich Davenport

Boombox 3: Early 
Independent Hip 
Hop, Electro And 
Disco Rap 1979-83
HHHH
Soul Jazz SJR CD 411 (2CD)
More block-rocking beats 
from kings of the streets
Tales of deprivation and social 
ills may not have entered  
the picture until 1982 and 
Grandmaster Flash & The 
Furious Five’s The Message, 
but hip-hop had a 
hardscrabble life from birth.  
As block parties broke out 
across Harlem and The Bronx, 
breakbeats were pilfered from 
disco and funk cuts, and 
electricity drained from 
lampposts, in order to juice 
the dancers. 

And when the indie label 
honchos (who may have had 
prior experience with that 
earlier street corner music, 
doo-wop; or with gang 
warfare; or both) brought it 
into the studios, hired hands 
lifted their hooks from the hits 
of the day, soon finding that 
their versions were, true to  
the music’s Jamaican 
influences, being re-versioned 
into other nascent hip-hop 
outings. As DJ Flash recalls of 
Rappers Rapp Group’s Rappin’ 
Partee Groove, “We had 
Gigolo Rapp’s drums, The Gap 
Band’s guitar, the bassline of 
Queen’s Another One Bites 
The Dust and our own vocals!”

Three instalments into 
Soul Jazz’s trawl through the 
indie 12”s that helped birth 
hip-hop but which weren’t 
Rapper’s Delight, such meta 
gameplay is part of the fun.  
By now you’ll know what to 
expect but chasing studio 
grooves from previous 
collections to this one  
(as Flash signposted with 
Beatbox 2’s Rappin’ Partee 
Groove and Disco Daddy And 
Captain Rapp’s The Gigolo 
Rap, which appears here) 
marks a point where the birth 
of hip-hop is becoming 
exhaustively documented. 

Not, however, 
exhaustingly. The Poor Boys 
strike gold with Low Rider Rap, 
while She’s Ms DJ Rap It Up! 
sounds like a refugee from the 
2009 Fly Girls! compilation 
and, in a fantasy battle of the 

bands, Vanity 6’s nemesis. As 
long as Soul Jazz keep digging 
deep, the Boombox series can 
only keep hitting these highs. 
Inky Tuscadero

Technicolour 
Paradise: Rhum 
Rhapsodies & Other 
Exotic Delights
HHHH
Numero NUM 065 (3CD+Book)
Totally tropical 
After Les Baxter’s 1951 Quiet 
Village forged its easy listening 
template, Liberty Records 
co-founder Si Waronker 
coined the name and opened 
the floodgates for the exotica 
movement when he released 
Martin Denny’s same-titled 
1957 album. Usually built on 
pulsing congas, surf-soaked 
guitars, bird calls and wordless 
siren vocals, exotica enjoyed 
the sun around the cusp of 
the 60s, unsurprisingly 
harbouring a colossal 
underlying coral reef of lesser-
feted names who grace this 
lavish boxset that doubles as 
the movement’s first book. 

Forty-four such fun 
confections enliven three discs 
entitled Daquiri Dirges (guitar 
instrumentals that take 
Ventures twang to a south 
Pacific jungle), Rhum 
Rhapsodies (vocals) and Mai 
Tai Gumbos (hip-hugging 
groovers). Amid names such 
as the Wailers, Sound 
Breakers, Jaguars and 
Voodoos, hilarious 
opportunism looms when Rex 
Garrison and His Zodiacs offer 
Chant Of The Jungle, Carmen 
drapes herself on an Isle Of 
Love or The Slaves visit Hari’s 
Harem. Though Sun Ra should 
have been acknowledged for 
exotica pioneering in space, 
soul jazz organist Jimmy 
McGriff slinks in with Jungle 
Cat and Darla Hood supplies 
the requisite Quiet Village 
answer record. 

In some ways, this music 
warmed the waves for yacht 
rock; once again affirming the 
durability of the Hawaiian 
shirt. Kris Needs

Late Night Tales: 
Agnes Obel
HHHH
Late Night Tales ALN 49 (CD/2LP)
Elegantly torpid picks from 
Danish singer-songwriter
Described as a “frozen lake 
on a Sunday morning,” Agnes 
Obel’s attempt at curating 
this exemplary series 

demonstrates quite how loud 
quiet can be. Partially based 
on tapes she made her 
friends as a teenager, Obel’s 
Tales opens with Henry 
Mancini’s menacing theme 
from A Touch Of Evil. The 
tone is set perfectly; one of 
preparing the listener for 
unquiet slumbers. The 
familiar (Yello, Can) sit with 
those seldom heard (Lena 
Platanos, Michelle Gurevich). 
Obel’s own material, the 
thoroughly unsettling 
Glemmer Du and Bee Dance, 
adds to the overall 
queasiness of the album; akin 
to the night terrors after being 
put sweetly to bed by The 
Kinks’ I Go To Sleep. 

But this is in no way  
a bad thing: this Late Night 
Tales has captured the 
moment of drifting off and 
holding it there. By the time 
Nina Simone delivers her 
acapella Images, it’s like the 
rapturous capture of a spirit 
guide singing from beyond. 

Late Night Tales takes  
you on a journey; it’s also  
a reference book from which 
you can take your studies 
further. Like others in the 
series, it becomes more  
an album in the artists’ 
catalogue than a mixtape  
of their favourites. 
Recommended. Daryl Easlea

Contract In Blood:  
A History Of UK 
Thrash Metal
HHHH
Cherry Red CRCDBOX 55 (5CD)
Unique gathering of Brit-
bangers
British thrash metal has 
always been regarded as an 
inferior variant of the US and 
German stuff, with some 
justification, but in compiling 
this 5CD box set, RC contrib 
and scene veteran Ian 
Glasper makes a compelling 
counter argument. An 
astonishing 83 tracks provide 
six hours of music, backed  
up with Glasper’s 40-page 
explanation of what it all 
meant.

Newbies to the sound may 
find six hours of screams, 
roars, buzzsaw riffs and solos 
of wildly varying quality a bit 
much to take, but the old 
and/or committed metallers 
among us will feel a certain 
nostalgic joy at classics from 
Venom, Onslaught, Sabbat 
and Acid Reign, as well as 
recent songs from Evile and 

Seregon. At least half of the 
bands here are completely 
underground, and indeed 10 
of the songs are previously 
unreleased, while demo and 
live cuts reveal how deeply 
Glasper has mined various 
catalogues. It’s a hell of a 
research achievement.

A lot of these songs are 
naively written and recorded 
with bathtub quality, but 
that’s part of their punk-
infused charm. As Glasper 
also points out in his 
accompanying book of the 
same name, there were 
stacks of thrashing talent on 
this side of the pond, but 
circumstances conspired 
against it gaining wider 
exposure. This collection is 
the evidence. Joel McIver

Turkish Ladies: 
Female Singers From 
Turkey 1974-1988
HHHHH
Epic, cat no tbc (LP)
Female singers offer up 
some Turkish delights  
For a collection of songs with 
lyrics largely focusing on 
heartbreak, betrayal and 
unrequited love, these are 
some of the funkiest tracks 
you’ll ever hear. They throw 
everything at these records – 
it’s absolute maximalism 
throughout and thank god for 
it, because sometimes you 
want fuzzy guitars, mad 
synths, slippery bass, 
dramatic vocals and strings 
all at once – and, in the  
case of Esmeray’s Ölmeden 
De Yasamak, at breakneck 
speed with a song which 
squirms itself free of easy 
categorising, which is what 
the best music is all about.

The LP itself has been 
packaged up perfectly, with 
informative sleevenotes, 
glorious artwork and the 
genius addition of lyrics in 
both Turkish and English. 
While the songs can, 
obviously, be enjoyed purely 
in and of themselves, it’s 
great to be able to know 
what’s being sung, like on 
Nese Alkan’s Tut Kalbimi Tut 
(or, Hold My Heart), which 
you discover is a richly funky 
lover’s plea, though with such 
nonchalant vocals you sense 
she may not actually care 
whether her lover returns.

There are too many 
delights to focus on, but the 
“guns in an 80s video game” 
synth sounds of Yaniyorum 
are infectiously bouncy; Gül 
Sorgun’s vocals on Ara Leyli 
are an absolute wonder; while 
opener Son Bir Sans Daha 
Ver snakes its way through 
the speakers in a flurry of 
radiant guitar, before busting 
out the horns and percussion.

An absolute firecracker of 
a compilation from start to 
finish. Hannah Vettese
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